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This final part looks at
who should deliver the
programme and some
of the issues and
concerns surrounding
the thorny matter of
assessment.

Most (if not all) teams have a

training officer who has overall

responsible for team training. It

would seem that most teams also

have a training committee

comprising individuals with

relevant expertise and interest. It’s

likely these and others in the team

will be involved in delivering the

training programme. Indeed, the

recent national survey of training

showed that, in most cases,

training is delivered by a wide

variety of people most notably

members of the team itself

together with a wide variety of

outside agencies. Very few teams

leave delivery to a single person

such as the training officer or team

leader although there are teams

that adopt this strategy.

In-house delivery is the bedrock

of team training. This makes

sense because it uses the

abundant talent within a team and

is cost effective. It also reflects the

principle of self reliance which

characterises volunteering. Further,

team members are on hand and

well versed in the particular needs

and challenges of their own team.

So, for a variety of reasons, the

delivery of training sessions by

team members is common

practice and obviously effective.

However, this doesn’t mean that

it’s always effective or the best

approach. Indeed, in some cases,

in-house training may

disadvantage a team and hold it

back from developing key skills

within the wider context of UK

mountain rescue. And, even

worse, depending on the skills (or

lack of) within a team, it may lead

to the perpetuation of dated or

incorrect practices. I’ll return to

these matters shortly.

Ideally, team members should

be able to deliver their subject in a

style that is informative, enjoyable

and effective. It’s been mentioned

before that technical competence

is no guarantee of effective

delivery and teams should always

reflect on whether those given the

task of training are the best to do

it. Because someone has great

technical expertise in say, setting

up a stretcher lower or managing

a search, it doesn’t necessarily

follow they are equally competent

in showing others how it’s all done!

There may be other team

members who are less

knowledgeable but more effective

communicators. So, those

responsible for training should not

make assumptions about

technical expertise and good

instruction. And team members

who are technically skilled also

have a responsibility to reflect on

their own teaching/communication

skills and not step forwards

automatically to take a lead

delivery role when their subject is

the focus of attention. In some

cases, they might better serve as

a technical backup to somebody

else who is a more able instructor,

but perhaps less skilled.

It’s worth referring back to a point

raised in the first part of this series

about how a team develops and

how individuals gain experience in

areas they’re not familiar with. It

can be very useful to use ‘non-

experts’ to deliver particular

subjects. This may sound rather

odd but it’s an accepted method

used in some areas of sports

coaching and education in

broader terms. The method is one

that puts people on the spot and,

temporarily, takes them out of their

comfort zone. It’s based on a well-

tried teaching maxim, ‘See one,

do one, teach one.’ Step one of

this process is where somebody

sees a demonstration of a new

skill or procedure (eg. how to tie a

prussik knot). Step two is where

they physically practise the skill.

Step three quickly follows and is

the stage where the learner

endeavours to pass on the skill to

other learners. As a caution, a

more experienced member of the

team would oversee all of this.

This technique really focuses

everyone on the skill in question

but it also reminds everyone of the

problems of initial learning which

someone who is well practised

often forgets. How many times

have you been taught by someone

who talks fast, gives too much

information and skips over the

fundamentals? Using learners to

teach learners tends to avoid

problems like these. It’s also been

shown this helps learners better
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understand how skills are

performed as well as their

appreciation of the underlying

principles. This is obviously

‘quality’ learning and a bonus of

this approach is that it may reveal

(communication/teaching) skills in

newer members that might

otherwise go undetected. Sounds

like a win-win situation!

Outside experts
Many teams use outside

agencies and instructors to deliver

parts of the training programme

(eg. avalanche awareness, swift

water rescue, first aid). This was

confirmed by the national training

survey. Outside agencies come in

many forms – other MRTs,

technical rescue providers, driving

instructors, military helicopter

flights, medical professionals,

mountain instructors and so on.

The list is very wide and varied.

This seems a sensible way to

cover topics where there’s limited

expertise within the team or where

external validation is required – as

in first aid. One would also expect

outside experts to be well versed

in the latest information and skills

and therefore bring a level of

currency that may be unavailable

within the team.

For these reasons, the use of

outside expertise is absolutely vital

to the health and advancement of

any team. An over reliance on in-

house expertise can lead to a

programme that is sterile and

unimaginative. People from

adjacent teams or other

mountaineering organisations can

help kick start new ideas,

introduce new techniques and

generally help keep the team

abreast of modern developments.

It’s possible to employ experts to

help the team with its particular

needs, by engaging them in the

actual training programme. For

example, many teams in Scotland

employ instructors from the British

Association of Ski Patrollers (BASP)

to run qualifying first aid courses.

Instructors run courses on the

team’s own patch which allows

them, to a degree, to adapt the

material to suit the team’s

operational requirements.

Similarly, several teams across the

UK employ experts from Lyon

Equipment Work and Rescue to

provide courses in rescue

techniques in steep and difficult to

access environments. Many other

examples could be given.

Some teams pay for members

to attend courses at the national

mountaineering training centres

and other training organisations.

The Emergency Service Times has

published a guide to relevant

training courses for the emergency

services which lists many 100s of

different types of courses run

across the UK, several of which

are pertinent to mountain rescue.

The mountain leadership and

instructor scheme is a well-

established feature of some

team’s training programmes.

These teams believe that

qualifying members as mountain

leaders benefits the team’s overall

level of technical and leadership

competence. Typically, courses

are taken at residential outdoor

centres such as the national

mountain training centres in

Scotland and Wales. It is critical

that individuals who attend

courses like this bring back ideas

and technical expertise to share

amongst their colleagues. Training

officers/committees have a

responsibility to ensure that

opportunities are created within

the training programme (and

perhaps less formally) for those

who attend courses (in any

subject) to pass on their

knowledge to other members.

Often, skills and ideas bought

back to the team encourage

members to look critically at their

own practices. This may result in

change or serve simply to confirm

good practice. So, for many

reasons, the use of outside

expertise is critical in shaping the

future operation of a team.

The national bodies
Mountain Rescue England and

Wales (MREW) and the Mountain

Rescue Committee of Scotland

(MRCofS) both offer courses and

seminars, which are available to all

members. For example, MREW

offers courses in search

management, which operate on a

residential basis and are open to
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members from all UK MRTs.

Similarly, the MRCofS has recently

initiated its own courses in

technical rigging. The expectation

is that those who attend not only

improve their own experience,

confidence and performance in

key skills but also pass on their

knowledge to colleagues. Courses

like this provide opportunities for

people to share ideas and pick up

information and skills from

recognised experts in the field.

They also help to promote high

standards as well as a common

and consistent approach towards

search and rescue. And from a

practical standpoint it should be

more cost effective to organise

and deliver courses at national

level rather than do these

repeatedly at local level.

Having said this, there are mixed

views on the value of nationally

delivered courses. The national

training survey showed that

courses like this are important but

that they should remain optional

and certainly not dictate the way

things should be done. A common

feeling expressed in the survey

was that national courses should

reflect the requirements of teams

and focus on practices important

at operational level. The survey

revealed that the best kinds of

courses delivered at national level

are those where the principles and

techniques are virtually common

across all mountain rescue teams.

So, topics such as swift water

rescue, first aid, radio comms, civil

contingency, search management

and emergency driving are those

where national effort is best directed.

There was a strong view in the

survey that teams should not be

dissuaded from practices that

work on their own patch, even if

they conflict with national provision.

One final point, which is very

important. We should all recognise

that formal training is not the only

way team members learn.

Learning to be a team member is

much broader than the skills and

information picked up attending

courses and team training

sessions. Whilst learning is

enhanced through participation, it

should not be forgotten that

knowledge acquisition, attitude

change, communication ability,

leadership, etc – which are all part

of the learning process – are

facilitated in many other ways. For

example, there are numerous

resources available to team

members in printed and electronic

form. The MREW website and

Mountain Rescue magazine are

two obvious examples.

The Oracle resource, of which

these articles form a part, will

provide a comprehensive facility

for all teams and team members,

as well as the general public.

Available online, the individual

articles can be downloaded as

needed.

And we shouldn’t forget that our

own personal mountaineering

experiences, instructional work,

membership of relevant bodies,

and so on, all play their part in the

learning process. It’s vital to

accept that training alone is only

one route (albeit important) to

becoming a professional and

versatile mountain rescuer.

Other MRTs
All teams work in conjunction

with other teams for joint

exercises, training and sometimes

on call outs. Watching another

team carry out a task (eg. setting

up an abseil) or working alongside

members from other teams on

routine procedures (eg. line

search) can be very revealing and

sometimes lead to significant

changes in a team’s procedures

and understanding. For example,

an adjacent team working in a

similar environment might adopt

very different procedures or use

different equipment for solving the

same problem that may never

have been considered by the

visiting team. Other teams may

have different perspectives on how

safety is managed or how risks

are assessed. Incorporating new

ideas and learning from other

teams can only enhance a team’s

training programme as well as its

operational capability. No team

should consider itself beyond

criticism. Even the ‘celebrity’ teams

can learn from the ‘minnows’.

Indeed, training sessions where

members from different teams get

together are vital to the

development of mountain rescue.

Debate and discussion in

mountain rescue is of fundamental

importance in clarifying and

modifying ideas on issues of

central concern. When team

members get together, they often

find that someone else doing a

similar job has a much better way

or a different way of doing it. They

can take that idea back to their

own team, try it out, and they may

discover it works a lot better than

their own way. This is another

reason why courses, seminars,

conferences and other events

organised at national/regional

levels are so important for

everyone.

Assessment Issues
This final section might turn away

a few people and I might even

lose a few friends! What has

assessment to do with mountain
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rescue? Why do we need to be

assessed? We’re volunteers and

we don’t need that kind of hassle!

I’m sympathetic to these kinds of

concerns and I know the vast

majority who enter mountain

rescue do so in the expectation

that they will not be sitting

examinations, grilled through

interview or graded in some way.

Ok, we expect to endure some

discomfort, hardship and stress,

but not the kind of stress that

accompanies assessment. So,

what’s all this about?

Well, in actual fact, its quite

simple and quite logical to

understand, although I suspect it

may be difficulty to convince some

people. Let’s go back to basics.

Training is all about people

acquiring new skills, developing

expertise in a wide number of

areas and becoming competent

members of their team. The key

point is how do you know these

have been achieved? How do you

know that people have reached

the required level of competence?

How do you know members can

apply all they’ve learned in training

when it comes for real on a dark

miserable night when the chips

are down? One answer is that you

wait for the rescues to come along

and note how people perform

when they suddenly find

themselves at the sharp end. I

wonder if many teams adopt this

approach?

If so, then I have to say it’s a

highly unprofessional way to do

things. It’s an approach that

should be consigned to the

archives and replaced with one

that is proactive and looks at the

expertise (or lack) of members

well before they get to the rescue

stage. So what am I suggesting?

Let’s focus on some

fundamental principles about

learning and assessment. These

have been touched on in previous

articles.

No assessment – no
learning!

Firstly, training has aims and

purposes. The only way to

determine if these are met is to

assess members in some way.

Training by itself is virtually useless.

Assessment tells you about the

effectiveness of learning and

training. It demonstrates whether

or not learning has taken place

and helps shape the training

programme. Assessment

completes the learning-feedback

loop (see article in issue 30) and

provides evidence about success

and failure.

Assess everything
Training attempts to change

people is different ways – to

improve their technical competence,

their knowledge base and perhaps

their attitude. If teams are serious

about each of these components

then each must be assessed. So,

if a team is serious about developing

leadership skills and invests time

and effort is this direction, it needs

to find a way to monitor them.

Similarly, if the training programme

involves sessions on how to deal

with deceased casualties, it should

test whether members remember

what to do in these circumstances.

Tools for assessment
If assessment conjures up

images of people in rows sitting

written examinations or writing

lengthy assignments then you

need to think things quite

differently. For assessment to work

in mountain rescue it’s very

important to ‘think outside the box’.

There are many and extremely

varied ways to assess people. And

its important to recognise that

many techniques can be devised

in-house to suit particular

purposes. Consider the following

list of general methods – peer

observation, self assessment,

discussion between colleagues,

group presentations, personal

logbooks, written questionnaires,

practical performance and so on.

The key thing is that each

technique – whichever approach

is used – has to analyse and

question the learning process.

There must be some kind of

interrogation about what has been

learned. This could be, quite

simply, the individual member

reflecting on what they have done

and comparing what they did with

what they should have done – an

internal thought process. This

approach is highly subjective (and

lends itself to error particularly if

the individual is prone to delusions

of success!) but acceptable just

the same. Indeed, it’s probably a

very natural thing that learners do

anyway. In another situation, team

members might watch each other

do something and just provide

feedback. You could do this with

most practical skills – first aid,

radio comms, rigging etc. There’s

no need for this to be highly

stressful. If you’re working

alongside fellow team members in

a relaxed, congenial atmosphere

there’s no reason why this method

cannot be critical and constructive.

And it might even feel like

assessment.
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Assessment by
different people

I’ve already alluded to this but it’s

still important to note that different

people can be involved in the

assessment process – peers,

outside experts, the training officer,

self monitoring and so on. It might

be good to use several people.

This not only spreads the workload

but also engages everyone more

fully in the learning/training

process. And this is all part of

good team work.

But that’s enough about

assessment. I am hopeful the

subject will generate a few

questions and perhaps raise a few

hackles – all healthy signs of

progress!

Finally...
The Editor has given me the

opportunity to express quite a lot

about training, instruction, learning

and assessment in mountain

rescue. Looking back at what I’ve

written I can see that many

readers might think its all a load of

academic nonsense!

Well, I’ve been an educationalist

for overforty years but, for most of

that time, I’ve also been involved in

mountain rescuer, instruction and

climbing. So, I’ve had an

opportunity to link the two parts of

my life together and especially

relate my academic know-how to

the real world of training in

mountain rescue. If I could distil

the last four articles into a small

number of practical bullet points,

what would I say? What would be

the most important things? Well,

these are the key points I would

wish members to reflect on and

take back to their own team.

� Training is more than practical

skills; it’s about imparting

knowledge, changing attitudes

and identifying special skills that

may be dormant within the team.

� Training content should

accurately reflect the team’s

operational needs. It should not be

biased or dictated by individual

enthusiasm and prejudices.

� Training is much wider than the

formal programme. It’s about

applying personal mountaineering

experience, reading, meeting

other people, watching others

perform and above all, accepting

that formal training as only part of

a much larger whole.

� All team members should own

training – its development, delivery

and assessment. Everyone should

feel a need to be involved and be

given opportunities to help.

� The best training methods are

those that actively engage learners

and provide them the opportunity

to question and analyse. There is

little place for ‘chalk and talk’.

� Make sure people learn. The

ability to perform once is no

guarantee of learning. Return to

the same topic often and ensure

members repeat things time and

time again.

� Quality learning is better than

quantity provision. Bearing in mind

the last point, be prepared to

exclude topics from the annual

programme so that others can be

consolidated. Return to the missed

topics the following year.

� Everything the training

programme plans to achieve

should be assessed, be it informal

self-analysis or formal

examination. Methods should be

devised that are valid, sensitive to

individual differences, non-

intimidating and enjoyable.
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Bob Sharp has over thirty years
experience in mountain
rescue, and a lifetime of
professional experience in
education and coaching. This
article summarises what he
feels are the key features of a
good training programme.
This is not intended as a
blueprint for success but
readers may extract the points
appropriate for their particular
circumstances. His ideas may
serve just to confirm existing
good practice or, in other
cases, may indicate a new
way of looking at things or
provide a reminder of
practices used in the past that
could be resurrected.
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